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Jackson Pollock
From New York Times bestselling author Emily March comes Jackson, the newest novel in the critically
acclaimed Eternity Springs series.
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Jackson Wang
Sometimes it takes a new beginning
Caroline Carruthers thinks she buried her dreams along with the love of her lifeâ€¦until a stranger
named Celeste dares her to chase a dream all on her own. Moving to Redemption, Texas, is chapter one
in Carolineâ€™s new life story. Opening a bookstore is the next. Finding love is the last thing on her
mind as she settles into this new place called home. But when she meets a handsome, soulful man
whoâ€™s also starting over, all bets are off.
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Jackson Hole
to reach a happily-ever-after
Jackson McBride came to Redemption looking only to find himself, not someone to love. Ever since his
marriage ended, heâ€™s been bitter. Sure, he used to believe in loveâ€”he even has the old song lyrics
to prove itâ€”but the Jackson of today is all business. That is, until a beautiful young widow whoâ€™s
moved to town inspires a change of heart. Could it be that the myth of Redemptionâ€™s healing magic
is trueâ€¦and Jackson and Caroline can find a second chance at a happy ending after all?
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Jackson Guthy
â€œA brilliant writer youâ€™ll love creates a world youâ€™ll never want to leave.â€•â€”Susan Mallery,
New York Times bestselling author
DNF @40%
I'm thinking this is a case of "it's me, not the book". I'm a first time Emily March reader and I've always
wanted to give her a shot. Unfortunately, this book and the writing style in general just didn't work for
me.
This reads much more like a women's fiction book than a romance and I wish I would've known that
going in. Lots of talk about relatives, neighbors, their various past plights, lots of higher power,
mysterious ways kind of talk. You get my drift. I kept hoping for an actual r
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I'm thinking this is a case of "it's me, not the book". I'm a first time Emily March reader and I've always
wanted to give her a shot. Unfortunately, this book and the writing style in general just didn't work for
me.
This reads much more like a women's fiction book than a romance and I wish I would've known that
going in. Lots of talk about relatives, neighbors, their various past plights, lots of higher power,
mysterious ways kind of talk. You get my drift. I kept hoping for an actual romance between Jackson and
Caroline but at my stopping point, that didn't appear to be in the cards. My later skimming didn't pick
up any romantic goodness, either. A clean read isn't my problem here, but a lack of any real romantic
relationship is.
Though Jackson was not my jam, I'm guessing fans of Emily March will enjoy it.
ARC provided by the publisher in exchange for a voluntary, honest review
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Jackson Casino
Pretty good. Love/hate....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I got to check out a upcoming release for review and even though it is part of a series I had little
difficulty following the story.
I have to say I was expecting a more from this book. Maybe from the cover I was expecting a little
cowboy romance. After all Jackson was a hot number.
However, much of the book mainly revolved around Caroline and most of it was conversation. We
learned about half of the people in the town; friends and relatives, and hones
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Love/hate....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I got to check out a upcoming release for review and even though it is part of a series I had little
difficulty following the story.
I have to say I was expecting a more from this book. Maybe from the cover I was expecting a little
cowboy romance. After all Jackson was a hot number.
However, much of the book mainly revolved around Caroline and most of it was conversation. We
learned about half of the people in the town; friends and relatives, and honestly I wanted so much
more. This read more as a womenâ€™s fiction than a romance.
Donâ€™t get me wrong, there was large areas having to do with Jackson and his ex and daughter, but I
wanted more of the love connection. I didnâ€™t want to read all the conversations about opening a
B&amp;B and squabbling about a name. I did get bored in quite a few sections of the story.
I enjoyed the overall theme but I really think the author missed the mark on the close connection
between the main characters. I got distracted and lost in all of the extraneous conversations and we did
not get the full affect of what a perfect matchup really feels like in a fabulous love story.
This is definitely what I would call a clean romance but go in knowing it may be read as a womanâ€™s
fiction with an additional side of romance.
* Copy received for review consideration
...more
ARC received for review
DNF
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I'm bored. I don't care. Plus she's married and she loves her husband...what the feathers!??!?!?
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This is the start of a spinoff series and the first book in the series and I could not be happier. I have
loved everything Emily March has written and I Love d getting to know the residents of Redemption,
Texas.
This is Jackson and Carolineâ€™s story and I loved these characters. This is a true second chance , next
life chapter story with residents from this town and the previous Angel Falls town all making
appearances !
Donâ€™t miss this great read !
Jackson is a lovely romance story. The two main characters are ideal for each other. Both are likeable,
flawed and entertaining. The town of Redemption lends an atmosphere of charm. This is a well written
thoughtful story with heart and characters you actually care about. Fun and light read. Thanks to
NetGalley for an arc in exchange for an honest review.
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I received this ARC copy of Jackson from St. Martin's Press. This is my honest and voluntary review.
Jackson is set for publication June 25, 2019.
Tome Tender Tour Post and Giveaway will be live June 17, 2019.
Reading this book, I was transported to Redemption, a small town in Texas. The scenes are so vivid that
I could visualise the whole thing and the history attached to it.
Jackson is one of the three McBride cousins. They have just inherited a gem of a property in a magical
canyon in Redemption. They get together to explore the prospects of this property and what they come
up with is astounding.
Caroline is a widow who decides to write a new chapter in Redemption. A place where she had a short
visi

Reading this book, I was transported to Redemption, a small town in Texas. The scenes are so vivid

that I could visualise the whole thing and the history attached to it.
Jackson is one of the three McBride cousins. They have just inherited a gem of a property in a magical
canyon in Redemption. They get together to explore the prospects of this property and what they come
up with is astounding.
Caroline is a widow who decides to write a new chapter in Redemption. A place where she had a short
visit before she was faced with a heartbreaking tragedy. However, she puts her big girl's panties on and
decides that she has to move forward.
Jackson and Caroline have a brief meeting before she receives the most upsetting news. He treats her
well and offers a helping hand even if they hardly know each other. When Caroline returns to
Redemption to settle, she bumps into Jackson and they soon become friends. Even though neither of
them is looking for love, there is an obvious attraction between them. Will Jackson's bitterness of his
past outweigh their attraction or can they heal each other and restore their faith in love?
Even though Jackson is struggling with what's been dished out to him, he is very thoughtful and a
perfect gentleman towards Caroline. There is a lapse where tragedy strikes, concerning his ex and his
beloved daughter, but when he realises that he might have crossed a boundary, he sticks to his word
and listens to his heart. Caroline is extremely patient and understanding even when doubts start to
interfere with her common sense. There is a point when I thought that all was lost, but everything is
turned around nicely to give a desirable and wonderful outcome. Despite all the heartaches, there are
some light and fun moments. I loved this story even through the times when my heart was breaking. It's
breathtaking!
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I was kindly issued with an eARC from Netgalley and the views expressed are my personal opinion.
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